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I am honored to be among this distinguished group of scientists ,personal I am
not a scientist I am an educator , so let me start in just with minute about my
background, I chair the global leader of intellectual property protection as we are
the number of intellectual property service providers in the world , 110 offices in
the world including Moscow, also I am chairing the Arab resource for research
and network and in this capacity under the league of Arab States, so I am talking
as a Jordanian and as a representative of the Arab community ,the official body ,
the league of Arab States , we have jointly with the European Union developed a
special internet line for research in education ,now Jordan is ambitious small
country ,and I will use it as example for this session ,and I am speaking not just for
Jordan , not for the Arab World , for all small countries of the world , we cannot
afford what you do in CN , US or Russia but we can do something different and I
would like to make a proposal to you since I know how important the role you
play.

My first proposal is , how about developing an online relationship , for example
research about tele medicine can be done online , I do not have to have that
Mega size infra structure tool kit since we are the main provider for infrastructure
in capacity , so I would like to create a memorandum with you as we have the
only college in the world which I established in Jordan which is unique university
as it does not graduate by examination but graduates by invention , you will not
be graduated from this school if you do not invent ,it is called TAG University of
Innovation , so graduation is without examination , the exam is the invention we
do not test ,the student who does not come with an invention he does not
graduate , so in these capacities , we are the leading organization in providing the
capacity services, I have to explore with you three things :

1. an academic cooperation with our innovation university
2. nonacademic training or capacity building programs , to provide real basic
education not real academic education , training .
3. online cooperation instead of developing our own since Russia is a leader
in establishing this facility in Jordan ,so we can use that facility as part of
our relationship
now having aid that I would like to emphasis that it is important to note that we
are building a model for all the small countries in my region ,and we can be a
network like what we have with the European Union , together with my group we
have partnership with European Union for this dedicated line for research ,and I
would like to link this research network with you so that we can enable our
researchers from accessing your scientific inventions instead of being an isolated
location , we become part of your network ,and part of your work and my
presence here in this conference is to send a message to Russia that we want to
work with you !we want to be part of your leadership in science in technology
education ,and education , for me is the soft skill trade because without
education and language we cannot work together and that’s why we have signed
also in this forum an agreement how to teach Russian as it is very important as
my Group already has an agreement with China to teach Chinese language as I am
honored to be assigned by Embassy of china to be an ambassador to promote
for Arab Chinese relationship as I am honored here to do the same with Russia as
I am offering my hand all my resources at your disposal for a similar successful
cooperation .

